
Chakra Balance Guided Meditation Script 

About this script 
This chakra balance meditation script will take you on a relaxing journey that cleanses, and 
restores energy to your chakras, while bringing your entire energy system into a state of 
harmony and balance. This script should take around 30 minutes. 

Chakra Balance Guided Meditation 

Welcome to the Chakra Balance guided meditation. 

 
Make sure that you are feeling nice and comfortable... cover yourself if you feel the need. 
 
If sitting let your hands rest loosely in your lap. If lying down, place your arms beside your 
body without touching it, with palms facing up. Now close your eyes...and relax. 
 
With your eyes closed, you begin to connect with your inner world of thoughts and feelings. 
 
Gradually become more aware of your breath, nice deep abdominal breathing only using the 
nose. 
 
Gradually, the external world will fade from your awareness.  
 
For the next few minutes, give yourself time to enjoy this relaxing experience…..connecting 
with your inner peace…...  
 
Let's start visualising our Chakras...locating them...starting from the base to the top: 
 

● Muladhara Chakra...Red….at the coccyx… 
● Svadhisthana Chakra...Orange...at the pubis… 
● Manipura Chakra...Yellow….at the navel…. 
● Anahata Chakra...Green...at the chest… 
● Vishuddha Chakra...light blue...at the throat… 
● Ajna Chakra….indigo….at the brow… 
● Sahasrara Chakra...Purple or white...at the crown… 

 
And now...from the top to the base: 
 

● Sahasrara Chakra...Purple or white...at the crown… 
● Ajna Chakra….indigo….at the brow… 
● Vishuddha Chakra...light blue...at the throat… 
● Anahata Chakra...Green...at the chest… 
● Manipura Chakra...Yellow….at the navel…. 
● Svadhisthana Chakra...Orange...at the pubis… 
● Muladhara Chakra...Red….at the coccyx… 

 



Now, imagine your roots inside the earth...with every exhalation...release all the tensions and 
direct them to the earth...as your feeling more relaxed….reverse the process and begin 
extracting energy from the earth…. 
 
Feel the earth's energy storing in Muladhara chakra….the base chakra at the coccyx...and 
visualise this energy as a red light shining in Muladhara….this red light is giving you a cosy 
sensation of being comfortable in the world and with your body….accepting yourself as the 
unique person you are…. 
 
Continue feeling this energy from the earth ascending to your sexual chakra, svadhisthana at 
the pubis...and visualise the energy shining with an orange colour...feel as you open yourself 
to your creativity...feeling radiant...and full of life…. 
 
Now, go with your attention to your solar plexus at the navel, Manipura chakra….visualise a 
bright yellow colour shining in your chakra...feel you are strong….your healthy….and you are 
capable of doing all the things you want to do in this life…. 
 
Now feel the earth’s energy flowing to your heart the area of Anahata chakra...its green 
colour shines in the center of the chest...the heart being the center of love...connect yourself 
with the power of love….remember you are here for giving and receiving unconditional 
love….connect with your family….your friends...and with every living thing on the planet….you 
are part of this wonderful universe….. 
 
Now, allow the energy from the earth to flow directly to your throat, Vishuddha chakra….and 
imagine a bright blue light shining in this chakra….visualise and inverted triangle that is 
connecting your ears and your throat….this opens your power of communication….enhancing 
your vocal and listening skills….. 
 
Now, feel the earth's energy flowing to your third eye, Ajna chakra….between the eyes on the 
brow….it's the center of perception...and now full of brilliant indigo light….visualise other 
worlds….the cosmos….the universal energy….. 
 
Finally, ascend the earth's energy to your crown….the sahasrara chakra...the place where you 
are connected with your superior soul….visualise you are part of everything….pure energy, 
with no physical limitations…. 
 
Visualise the earth's energy going through every single part of your body….illuminating every 
single cell within….spiritually harmonising…..allow this energy to flow from the top to the 
bottom of your chakras: 
 
Sahasrara….Ajna...vishuddhi...anahata….manipura….swadhisthana...muladhara...and now 
from the bottom to the top with their colours….red...orange...yellow...green...light 
blue...indigo….purple….feel yourself like a rainbow of light…..feel the light….. 
 
Minutes of silence….. 
Bring awareness to your body, connect with your breathing, and to finish the meditation, let's 
sing the powerfull mantra OM 3 times together… 
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